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Abstract. Recursion is one of the main tools in denotational semantics. This paper deals with the 
problem of establishing induction principles for domains defined by simultaneous recursion. We 
are particularly interested in induction principles supporting verification of properties of elements 
from (any) one of the domains defined by the simultaneous recursion. We offer two such principles, 
with the second principle being especially well-suited for implementation in a machine system 
such as LCF [5]. 
1. Motivation 
Recursion is a main tool in many areas of computer science and mathematics. 
Strongly connected to recursion is induction. In cases where an object is defined 
by a simple recursion equation, an analysis of this equation will provide a method 
for proving properties of the object by induction. In formalized systems this analysis 
can be carried out automatically and hence implemented into a computer system. 
However, in the case of simultaneous recursion, the situation is much more 
complicated. Suppose namely that the objects 0, and O2 are defined by two 
simultaneous recursion equations. Let the task be to prove that 0, has property P, . 
In order to give an induction proof, an auxiliary property P2 for the object O2 will 
be needed. The problem is whether there is an automatic way of establishing P2 by 
means of the recursion equations and P,. This problem has so far not been dealt 
with successfully in any system. 
In the present paper we deal with the above problem for systems of recursive 
domain equations. Recursive domain equations are heavily used in denotational 
semantics for specifying syntactical as well as semantical domains. A recursively 
defined domain E, is a domain, which is defined by use of either a single equation: 
E, = T(E,) or a set of simultaneous equations: 
E, = T,(E,, . . . , En), 
E, = T,(E,, . . . , Es), 
where T, T,, . . . , T,, are domain operations. 
When proving properties of specific semantics one is often only really interested 
in properties of elements from one of the specified domains, E, say. We are therefore 
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especially interested in induction principles that will support verification of proper- 
ties of the elements from any one of the domains E, , . . , E, defined. We will refer 
to such principles as one-domain structural induction principles. 
Naturally we are also interested in as powerful induction principles as possible, 
especially principles that characterize initiality (categorical principles) and as such 
can be viewed as cornerstones of a second-order axiomatization of the least solution 
to the domain equations. 
Another criterion for the quality of our induction principles is how well-suited 
they are for being implemented in a machine system such as LCF [5]. Milner [7] 
has succeeded in doing so for a single equation, when the functor T is a disjoint 
summation of possibly lifted products. Jensen [l, 21 has implemented induction 
principles for domains specified by a single equation, where the functor is composed 
freely by sum, product, lifting, constant and exponentiation. Even though we will 
not carry out any such implementation in this paper, all choices we make will be 
highly influenced by this ultimate goal. 
Summary 
A straightforward generalization of the structural induction principle defined by 
Plotkin [9] has the following form: Let (E, (Y) be a T-algebra. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) (E, (Y) is the initial T-algebra. 
(ii) The following induction principle holds: 
VPcE. cr[T(P)]sP + P=E. 
Now, if only one predicate P, c E, is given and the task is to prove P, = E, , then 
an induction principle ought to give a method of choosing P2,. . . , P,, in order to 
use the above theorem. Two methods are investigated: 
Method A. Choose PI,. . . , P,, such that ai[ T(P)] c Pi for i = 2, . . . , n. Using the 
induction principle then amounts to proving a,[ T,( P)] c P, . 
Method B. Choose P?, . . , P,, such that a,[ T,(P)]c P, and thenproveai[ Ti(P)]c P, 
for i=2 ,,..., n. 
In Method A a minima1 set P2, . . . , P,, will be the best choice. However, the 
property ‘minimal’ is second-order. 
In Method B a maximal set P?, . . . , P,, (if there is any) is the best choice. By 
excluding exponentiation from the equations, it turns out to be possible to give a 
method for choosing Pz, . . . , P,, such that the set is maximal when necessary. This 
is done by introducing a condition COND : {P, ( P, c E,} + Boo1 and a set of predicate 
transformers M,, . . , M,, : 
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COND is a preliminary investigation of P,. COND(P,) is false if the structure of 
P, indicates, P, # E, . If COND(P,) is true, then M,(P,), . . . , M,,(P,) is a maximal 
set for use in the above mentioned theorem. 
The induction principle, which is sound and categorical, is then 
VP,cE,. CONNP,) 8~ A qY,(7;(PI, M,(P,), . . . , MntP,))) E M,(P,) 
;=2.___,n 1 
Now, both COND and M,, . . . , M, can be shown to be first-order over P,, and 
the expressions for COND and M2, . . , M, can be defined inductively over the 
structure of the equations. 
At the end of the paper we will give a couple of examples. 
2. Preliminary definitions and theorems 
We are interested in solving simultaneous recursive equations of the form 
-5 = T,(K,. . . , En), 
6 = T,(E,, . . . , En), 
where E,, . . . , E, are domains and T,, . . . , T,, are domain operators. Using vector 
notation we can rewrite the simultaneous equation above as: 
E - T(E), 
where E =(E,, .., E,) and T=(T,,. . . , T,):E+(T,(E),. ., T,(E)). Our way of 
solving this recursive equation is to view the category of domains as a domain itself 
and by restricting the functors T, , . . . , T, to be in some way continuous functions 
on the domain of domains. By doing so we should be able to use the standard 
fixpoint techniques for continuous functions on domains to solve the equation. For 
a full treatment of the following we refer to [9]. 
Definition 2.1. CPO is the category of complete partial orders (called cpo’s or 
domains) with strict continuous functions as morphisms. 
In order to view CPO as a domain itself we introduce an ordering 4 between 
domains. 
Definition 2.2. Let D and E be cpo’s. We write D CI E if and only if i and j are 
continuous functions i : D + E and j: E + D such that j. i = idD and i. jcid,. We 
call j and i a projection pair (from D to E), i an embedding and j a projection. 
We write D s E iff there exist i and j such that D S; E. 
We will now see what corresponds to increasing chains and lubs of increasing 
chains. 
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Definition 2.3. A (direct) w-chain is a diagram A = (Dm,fm) where fm : D, s D,,, . 
An upper bound of a chain A = (D,, fm> is a cone p : A + D, i.e., a cpo D together 
with a sequence p = (p,), of embeddings pn : D, G D such that all triangles commute, 
i.e., for all m, pmil 0 fm = pm. As the least upper bound of a chain A = (D,, fm) we 
take the initial cone. 
Continuing the analogy we see what corresponds to continuous functions on 
domains. 
Definition 2.4. A covariant functor T: CPO + CPO is continuous iff whenever p : A + 
D is an initial cone, then so is Tp: TA + TD. 
Note that this definition implies T(lim A) = lim( TA) where lim A denotes the 
object part of the initial cone. The above definition of continuity can of course 
easily be extended to n-ary functors. 
Having given the above analogy we can now solve recursive domain equations 
by using the standard fixed-point technique. For a continuous function f: D + D 
the least fixpoint is given as 
fixf=Uf”l, 
where f” = Id and f”+’ =f” 0J: The analogy to this is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let T: CPO + CPO be a continuous functor. Using the one-point domain 
1 as an analogy to i we consider the chain AT = (T”1, fm) where To = Id, T”‘+’ = 
T” 0 T, f. is the unique embedding 1 d Tl and fm+, = T”(f,). Then the object part 
lim AT of the initial cone of A, is indeed a solution to TD = D. We shall refer to lim A, 
as the leastfixed-point of T and use the notation FIX(T). 
The least fixpoint of a functor T can equivalently be characterized as the initial 
object in the category of T-algebras as stated in the next definition and theorem. 
Definition 2.6. Let T be a continuous functor CPO” + CPO”. The category of T- 
algebras has as objects pairs (E, a), where E is an object in CPO” and LY is an 
embedding T(E) d E. A morphism between two T-algebras (E, a) and (D, /3) is an 
embedding j: E s D such that the following diagram commutes: 
T(E) A E 
Ti i b b T( )- 
P 
Theorem 2.7. Let T be a continuous functor CPO” + CPO” and let FIX(T) be the 
EeastJixpoint of T with E : T[ FIX( T)] + FIX( T) as the isomorphism. Then (FIX(T), E) 
is an initial T-algebra. 
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We now turn to a somewhat more concrete ordering on domains; namely that of 
being a subdomain. 
Definition 2.8. Let D be a domain and let PG D for D considered as a set. Then 
P is a subdomain of D iff Ir,~P and, for any &,-increasing w-chain 
x,c,x, L”X*LD’. . in P, ur,x, E P (P is w-inductive). 
The following easy lemma justifies the term subdomain. 
Lemma 2.9. Let D be a domain and let P be a subdomain of D. Then (P, c,) is itself 
a domain with _~r = I,, and up = u,. 
Notation 2.10. For P a subdomain of D we write PC D or sometimes i : PC D, 
where i is the inclusion P c D. For any cpo D, S, denotes all the subdomains of D. 
As for s, c can be extended to a relation between n-tuples of domains in the 
obvious way. With this extension (SD, c) will be a domain for all D as stated in 
the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.11. For any n-tuple of domains D = (D, , . . , D,), (S,, c) is a domain 
with l”=(l,,..., 1,) (where 1, only contains ID,) as least element. The lub of an 
c-increasing w-chain, PO1 P, c Pz c. ’ . , where P, = (P,‘, . . . , P:) is given as 
Y!p%=[%(vP:) ,...> Clb&JP”)], 
where CID, is the closure in Di. 
Definition 2.12. A functor T: CPO” + CPO” is r-preserving iff i: DC E implies 
T(i) : T(D) c T(E). A c-preserving functor T : CPO” + CPO” is c-continuous iff, 
for any 0, if DO1 D, c Dzc. . . is an increasing w-chain in SD, then 
T VQ, 
( > 
= V T(Dn). 
n n 
Theorem 2.13. Let T be a continuous and c-continuous jiunctor CPO” + CPO” and 
let (D, CY) be a T-algebra. Then the function on S, given by 
(Y[T(-)]:PH(Y[T(P)] 
is continuous. 
Theorem 2.14. Let D be a domain and let D,r D, 1 D,c ’ ’ ’ be an c-increasing chain 
in S, as well as an G -increasing chain, i.e., D, < D, < D2 < . . . . Then V,, D, = un D, 
and the inclusion i : V, D, 1 D is in fact an embedding. 
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Theorem 2.15. Let T be a continuous and c-continuous functor CPO” + CPO” and 
let (E, c~) be the initial T-algebra. Then E is the leastjixedpoint of thefunction cy( T(-)). 
Theorem 2.16. Let E S; D. Then i(E) 1 D. 
Note that the opposite implication does not hold in general, i.e., it is not the case 
that E c D implies E s D. 
Theorem 2.17. Let i be an embedding E s D and let T be a covariant functor CPO” -+ 
CPO”. Then T( iE) = Ti( TE). 
Theorem 2.18. Let T be a continuous and c-continuous functor CPO” + CPO” and 
let (E, CY) be a T-algebra. Then there exists an initial T-algebra, (E*, CY”), such that 
E*c E and (Y* is the restriction of a to T(E*). 
In the rest of this paper we will restrict ourselves to looking at simultaneous 
recursive domain equations E - T(E) where T is a covariant, continuous and 
c-continuous functor CPO” + CPO”. 
Fortunately these three properties hold for all our favorite functors, including 
disjoint sum +, Cartesian product X, lifting (-)T, smash product 0, constant functors 
KD, and projection functors IT:. Exponentiation +, can be used as long as the 
contravariant argument is fixed, i.e., we can use functors of the form +(Kr,, I). 
Furthermore, the three properties are all preserved under composition of functors. 
3. Structural induction principles-Method A 
We start this section with a straightforward generalization of the structural 
induction principle for a single domain equation defined in [9, Chapter 51. As for 
the single domain equation the principle turns out to be both categorical and sound. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (E, cu) be a T-algebra. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (E, (u) is the initial T-algebra. 
(ii) The following induction principle holds: 
VPcE. cu[T(P)]cP =+ P=E. 
In several situations one would have a predicate P, c E, , where E, is the first 
domain component of the least fixpoint for T, and the task will be to prove P, = E, . 
However, the induction principle in the above theorem will not be directly applicable 
because the predicates Pz, . . . , P, are not described in the principle. It is therefore 
up to who ever is using the principle to find a set P2, . . . , P, of predicates such that 
the induction principle can be applied. 
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Essentially, there will be two different ways of choosing the remaining predicates: 
Method A. Choose Pz, . . , P,, such that ai[ T,(P)] c Pi for i = 2, . . . , n. Using the 
induction principle then amounts to proving a, [ T,(P)] c P, . 
Method B. Choose P2, . . . , P,, suchthat ~~,[T,(P)]cP,andthenprove(~~[T,(P)]~P, 
for i = 2,. . . , n. 
We are looking for a method of choosing exactly one satisfactory set P2,. . . , P,,, 
for a given predicate P, . In Method A we have that if Pz, . . . , P,, c Q2, . . . , Qn, then 
a,[T,(P, 2 pz,. . . 9 f’n)Ic~,[7’,(P,, Qz,. . . , OnI1 since T, is assumed to be c- 
preserving. So from the point of view of proving (Y,[ T,(P)] c P, a smallest possible 
set of new predicates will be the best choice. 
Theorem 3.2. Let (E, a) be a T-algebra and let P, c E, Then there exists a minimal 
set P2 ,..., P, such that cxi[T,(P)]cP,for i=2 ,..., n. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.13 cu[T(-)] is a continuous function on SD, so clearly 
a[ T( P, , -)] is a continuous function on S CDz ,,,_, “,,) with a least fixpoint ( P7, . . , P,,). 
The least fixpoint will be the minimal set. 0 
Notation 3.3. Let (E, (Y) be a T-algebra and let P, c E,. Then Pf”‘” denotes the 
n-tuple (P,, Pz, . . . , P,,) where Pz, . . . , P, is the minimal set such that a,[ Ti(P)]c Pi 
for i = 2,. . . , n. 
With this choice of Pz, . . . , P,, Method A actually becomes both a sound and 
categorical method as stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (E, cu) be a T-algebra where E = (E,, . , E,), (Y = (a,, . . . , a,,) 
and T=(T ,,..., T,). Then, 
(i) if (E, a) is initial, then 
VP,cE,. CX,[T,(P~‘“)]GP, + P,=E,; 
(ii) if the above statement holds for (E, (Y), then (E,, a,) is thejrst component in 
an initial T-algebra. 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) is obtained by putting P, = ET. Then Py’” = E” and (i) yields that ET = 
E,. q 
Now defining Pmin for P, 1 E, to be the n-tuple (P,, . . , P,, . . . , P,,), where 
(p,,...,p,~,,P,+,,..., P,,) is the smallest set such that a;[ 7;(Pm’“)]cP for j = 
1, . , i - 1, i + 1, . , n, we can clearly get a categorical induction principle from 
Theorem 3.4, by simply adding a similar induction principle for E2, . , E,. 
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4. Method B-general 
As seen in the previous section, Method A succeeds in giving a categorical, sound, 
and complete induction principle for simultaneous domain equations. Unfortu- 
nately, the method gives rise to some problems from the point of view of implementa- 
tion since the derived predicates P2, . . . , P,, are second-order predicates that in 
general seem not to be expressible as first-order formulas. When we say first-order 
we mean relative to a language containing the selectors, constructors and predicates 
naturally derived from the domain equation. We will not go further into this language 
here but refer to [4] for a treatment in the case of a single domain equation. 
It turns out that Method B will overcome the above problem when the functors 
T,, . . . , T,, used in the equation meet certain conditions. 
Definition 4.1. A functor T: CPO + CPO is =-preserving iff, for all cpo’s E and D 
EC D implies T(E)c T(D). (c means c and #). 
Definition 4.2. A functor T: CPO” + CPO is dependent of its ith argument iff, for all 
cpo’s E,, . . . , E,_, , E,+, , . . . , E,, the derived functor 
T( E,, . . . , Eip,, _-) E,+, , . . , E,) : CPO + CPO 
is c-preserving. DEP( T) c { 1, . . . , n} denotes the set of arguments of which T 
depends. 
Example 4.3 
DEP(+) = DEP(x) = {1,2}, DEP(&,) = 0, 
DER_,) = (11, DEP(IT:) = {i}, 
DEP(O) = 0, DEP(G,+ _) = (11, 
DEP( &, + ._) = 0 for D = 1 and {l} otherwise. 
To see why for instance 1 g DEP(O), observe that taking E, = 1 makes -0 E, = K, 
the constant functor always giving 1. So _ 0 E, is not c-preserving for all E,. Similar 
arguments shows that 2 & DEP(O). 
We will restrict ourselves to functors T: CPO” + CPO”, where DEP( Tl) = 
{1,2, . . , n}. This restriction can be loosened. This is discussed at the end of the 
paper. 
Let us remind the reader that the idea behind Method B is-from a given prime 
predicate P,-to choose the remaining predicates P2,. . . , P, such that 
ar(Tr(Pr, 6,. . , P,))c P, is known to hold. This will then leave 
aj(q(P1 ,..., P,,))c P, forj=2 ,..., n to be proved. 
The simplest way of choosing P2, . . . , P,, is as a maximal (n - 1)-tuple of predicates 
satisfying cu,(T,(P ,,.. ., P,,)) s P, . Let us further remind the reader of the two basic 
restrictions on T we have introduced: 
(ASSUMl): T is covariant, continuous and c-continuous, 
(ASSUM2): DEP( T,) = {1,2,. . . , n}. 
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Theorem 4.4. Let (E, CX) be a T-algebra. Then the following holds: 
(i) If (E, cy) is an initial T-algebra, then 
VP,cE ,,..., VP,cE,. 
MAXIMAL,( P, , . . . , P,) 
+ ;o,(q(P ,,..., Pn))&pJ * P,=E, , 
j-2 1 (1) 
where MAXIMAL,(P,, . . . , P,) is true ifs (P2,. . . , P,)i(E,, . . , E,) is a maximal 
(not necessarily the maximal) (n - 1)-tuple s. t. o ,( T,( P, , P2, . . . , P,,)) G P, (note that 
MAXIMAL,( P,, P2, . . . , P,) can be formally expressed as a second-order formula in 
PI). 
(ii) If (E, (Y) satisjies (l), then (E,, a,) will be the jirst component of an initial 
T-algebra. 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) is proved by letting P, = EF and choosing Eq, . . . , Ez as auxiliary predicates. 
Since a(T(E*)) = E” we can conclude by (1) that ET = E,, provided 
MAXIMAL, is true. We therefore only have to prove the maximality of E*: 
Let Pz~Ez,..., P,,cE, be such that o,(T,(E~,P,,...,P,,))cE~ and ET1 
P Z,...r Ezc P,,. Then 
ET=(Y,(T,(E*))ccY,(T,(E:, PI ,..., P,))cET. 
Hence, T,(E*)= T,(ET, P2,. . ., P,), and because DEP( T,) = (1,2, . . . , n), this can 
only hold if P2 = ET,. . . , P,, = Ez. 0 
5. Method B-expressibility 
So far we have developed Method B into a categorical induction principle 
where-given a prime predicate P,-the search for derived predicates P2, . . . , P,, 
has been narrowed down to a search for maximal predicates satisfying certain 
conditions. However, we are still far from having an automatic derivation of 
P 2,..., P, (there could be many maximal (n - 1)-tuples ( Pz, . . , P,,) satisfying the 
required conditions) and even further away from our ultimate goal: an automatic 
derivation of Pz, . . . , P,, as first-order formulas in P, . Further restrictions on the 
functors seems necessary. 
In the following we will suggest a new restriction and show how it helps in 
achieving the above goal for functors T for which Theorem 4.4 is already known 
to give a categorical induction principle. 
Definition 5.1. A functor T: CPO” + CPO is said to be unambiguous iff, for all 
P, ,..., P,, and Q, ,..., Q,,, T(Q ,,..., Q,,)c T(P ,,..., P,,) implies Qi& Pi for all 
i e DEP( T). 
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From the definition it follows that if T is an unambiguous functor and 
T(Q,, . . . , On)=T(P,,..., P,,), then Q, = P, for i E DEP( T). This explains the term 
unambiguous. 
Our new restriction on T can now be formulated as follows: 
(ASSUM3): T, is unambiguous. 
Lemma 5.2. All functors built over +, X, (_)?, K, and IT:’ are unambiguous. 
Lemma 5.3. Let T be a functor CPO” + CPO” satisfying (ASSUMl)-(ASSUM3) and 
let (E, cu) be a T-algebra. Then Ez, . . . , Ez is the only maximal (n - 1)-tuple s. t. 
a,(T,(E*))cET. 
Proof. Note that cr,(T,(E*))=ET. Now, suppose a,(T,(ET,P2 ,..., P,,))sEr. 
Then T,(ET, Pr,. . . , P,,)s T,(E*). The unambiguity of T, then yields Pzs 
E; ,..., P,,sE:. II 
The next theorem tells us what we shall have to look for in order to establish an 
automatic derivation of auxiliary predicates in such a way that we still have a sound 
and categorical induction principle. 
Theorem 5.4. Let T be a functor CPO” + CPO” satisfying (ASSUMl)-(ASSUM3) 
and let (E, (Y) be a T-algebra. Let Mz, . . . , M,, be predicate transformers: 
M,:{P,/P,cE,}+{P,IP,iE,}; j=2 ,..., n. 
Let COND be a condition: 
COND: {P, 1 P, c E,} + Bool. 
Suppose 
(a) 
(b) 
Then 
6) 
(ii) 
if COND(P,) = true, then ( MZ(P,), . , M,,(P,)) is a maximal (n - 1)-tuple 
such that a,(T,(P,, Mz(P,) ,..., M,(P,)))cP,; 
COND(Ef). 
If (E, cry) is an initial T-algebra, then the following induction principle holds: 
VP, 1 E,. 
IF 
COND(P,)& A o;(TJ(Pl, Mz(PI),..., M~(PI)))~M~(PI) 
,=2,. .,n 1 
a P,=E, ; 
1 
(2) 
If (E, cu) satisfies (2), then (E,, a,) is the$rst component of an initial T-algebra. 
Proof. (i) is a consequence of Theorem 4.4 and (a). 
(ii) is proved by letting P, = ET in (2). Because of (b), (a) and Lemma 5.3 we 
get that M,(ET)= ET. Thus (2) yields that ET = E,. q 
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All we need now is to find such predicate transformers and a condition satisfying 
(a) and (b), and to express them asjirst-order formulas over P, , but independent of 
the actual T-algebra (E, (u) considered. 
To make the expressibility possible, we restrict ourselves to functors built over 
the operators +, X, (_)?, K, and II:. We leave the precise definition of the language 
associated with such a composed functor to the reader (it can be defined inductively 
on the structure of the functor). 
Definition 5.5. For notational convenience we will make use of the following abbrevi- 
ations. Let E, E,, i=l,..., n, be cpo’s. For PccO’&Ei and i=l,..., n define 
lL,Pc,E, as 
L,P = {out,e 1 e E &E, A Pe}. 
ForP~,XiEiandj=l,...,ndefine~jP~wE,as 
njP = {ej E E, 1 P((l, . . . , ej, . . , I))}. 
For P cw E, define J(P) G, E as 
L(P) = {e t E 1 P(up(e))l. 
Lemma 5.6. 
(1) P=Zj(L,P) and,for Pc&E,,L,PcE,. 
(2) For PcX, E,, II,Pc E,. 
(3) For PjlE, (i=l,.. ., n), nj(X,Pi)=P,. 
(4) For P E, ET, P ~~ [J(p)l~. 
(5) For PC E,, P=[$(P)IT. 
6. A simple class of functors 
In order to give a soft start, we restrict ourselves to functors T, where T, has the 
simple form: 
(F) T, = C S, 
!~l,...,rn 
where Si is a product of any number of constant functors KI,, any number of the 
projection functor 11; and at most one projection functor Ii’; with j f 1. We then 
define COND and M2,. . . , M,, as follows. 
Definition6.1. COND(P,)=a,(T,(P,,l,..., l))cP, and 
M,(P,)(e,) 
= A [S(P,, 1,. . . , 1, {e,>, 1,. . . ,I) 5 L,(QI’(P,))I. 
I= *,...,m 
I L, means w-inductive subset 
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Theorem 6.2. (a) COND( P,) = true implies ( M2( P, , . . . , M,, (P,)) is a maximal (n - 
l)-tuple such that a,(T,(P,, M2(P,), . . , M,(P,)))G P,. 
(b) COND(ET) = true. 
Proof. (b) is trivial. 
For (a), suppose that a,(T,(P,, 1,. . . , l))cP,. This means that S,(P,, 1,. . . , 1)~ 
L,((Y;‘(P,)), i = 1,. . , m. Therefore we have that I E Mj( P,) for j = 2, . . . , n. We 
shall prove 
(1) Si(P,, M2(P,), . . , Mn(P,))~Li(~~‘(P,)) for i= 1,. . . , M; 
(2) MdPl), . . . , M,,(P,)) is a maximal tuple for which (1) holds. 
(1) holds because of the definition of lM,(P,) and the condition that Si contains 
at most one occurrence of a functor ny with j # 1. Notice that we here have used 
that if Pj c Q,, then Si(P, ) . . ) P;, . . , P,) E Si(P,, . . . ) Q,, . . . , P,). This is the rea- 
sonfor(2)toholdaswell.LetnamelyP,cE, ,..., P,CE,s.t.a,(T,(P, ,..., P,,))c 
P, . Then, 
Si(P,, 1,. . .) Pj, . . . ) 1)s Lc(cXl’(P,)) 
for i = 1, . . . , m and j = 2, . . . , n. Then e, E P, implies 
Si(P,, l,..., {e,}, . . ., l)c[Li((lF’(P,)) (i=l, . . . . m) 
@ e, E M,(P,). 
That is, P, G M,(P,). Hence M,(P,) is maximal and (2) holds. 0 
The above theorem shows that the condition COND and the predicate transfor- 
mers M,,..., M,, satisfy (a) and (b). As such when they are used in (2) of Theorem 
5.4 we will get a sound and categorical induction principle (3), for functors satisfying 
the simple form condition (F). 
Example 6.3. Let 
E, -E,xE,xA, E,=E,+E,. 
Then 
COND(P,)=Ve,EP,VaEA. a,((e,,I,a))EP,, 
M,(P,)={e,~E,(Ve,~P,Va~A. a,((el,e2,a))EP,}. 
In order to prove P, = E, using the induction principle, one would have to prove 
that COND(P,) = true and that a2(P, + M2(P,)) c M,(P,); that is, 
(I) Ve, E P, Va E A. a,((e,, L a)) E p,; 
(2) t’el,fl E 4 Va E A. au,((el, 4inl.fJ, 4) E PI; 
(3) Ve, E E,[Ve, E P, Vu E A. a,((e,, ez, a)) E PI 
+ Ve, E P, Va E A. a,((e,, a,(inr e,), a)) E P,]. 
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7. Full class of functors 
In this section we will deal with expressibility for the full class of functors built 
over the operators +, X, (_)?, K, and II:, and satisfying the assumption (ASSUM2) 
(DEP(~-, = (1,. . . , n)). At the end of the paper we will discuss how this assumption 
can be removed. Again we follow the general scheme from Section 5, i.e., we define 
a condition-COND-and (n - 1) predicate transformers--Mz, . . . , M,--such that 
(a) and (b) from Theorem 5.4 are satisfied. We then know that (2) is a sound and 
categorical induction principle. 
Let us start by showing why the condition and predicate transformers used for 
the simple class of functors considered in the previous section do not generalize to 
arbitrary functors over +, X, (_)?, K, and II:. In particular, we will demonstrate 
why the condition that a simple functor T = C,=l,,,,,m S, must have at mosf one 
projection functor Ii: withj # 1 in each addend S, is essential, To this end, consider 
the most simple system of equations violating this condition: 
E, -EzxE3, Ez=..., E,=.,.. 
Using the definitions from Section 6 we have COND(P,) = (~(1 x 1) G P, which is 
true when P, c E, 
MAP,) = {ez E E21 ~1({4 x 1) c PJ = flI(~I1(PI)), 
MAP,) = {e3 E E3 Ial(l x 14) G PJ = ~A~I’(P,)); 
i.e., M2(P,) and M3(P,) are maximal predicates s.t. 
a,(M,(P,) x 1) c P, and cz,(l x M3(P,)) G P, 
However, it does not in general follow that 
a,(Mz(P,) x Mx(P,)) E P, 
which is absolutely essential for (a) to hold (since COND(P,) is true). To see this, 
let 
P,=~,(P*XP3uQ*XQJ, 
where Q2, Pz c E, and Q3, P3 L E, with Q2 z PI, P2 SZ Q2 and similar for P3 and Q3. 
Then 
M2(Pd=P2uQ2 and M3(Pd=P3uQ3, 
but 
a,(Ms(P,) x M3(P,)) = a,((Pzu Qd x (f’3 u Qd) 
Z~,(f’zxP3uQzxQd=f’, 
since-by the way P2, Q2, P3 and Q3 have been chosen- 
(P*uQ~)x(P~uQ~)~P~xP~uQ~xQ~. 
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However, it is important to note that by the very structure of P,-essentially being 
a union of incompatible subdomains--P, cannot equal E, . One way to repair the 
above example would therefore be to avoid considering predicates like P, at all 
since they cannot equal E, anyhow. This can be done by making COND(P,) yield 
false for such predicates. More specifically we add the following requirement to 
COND( P,): 
for all Q2s El, Q3s E, 
if CY~(Q~X~)CP, and a,(l~Q,)~k’, 
then a,(92 x Qd c PI 
or, equivalently, 
Note that the chosen P, in the example violates this requirement, so (a) is no longer 
falsified. Also, if a chosen prime predicate P, does not satisfy this requirement, we 
cannot have P, = E,. 
Having given some informal indication of what a new condition COND(P,) 
suitable for the full class of functors over +, X, (_)?, KD and 11: could be, we now 
proceed with the following definition. 
Definition 7.1. Let E = (E, , . . , E,) E CPO” (called the basis). Define, for functors 
T: CPO” + CPO (built over +, X, (_)T, KD and II;) and predicates P E CPO, the 
condition OK(P, T) E Boo1 inductively as follows: 
OK(P, T) 
= case T of 
K,: DG P, 
I7:: I E P, 
St: [&(p)lr c P A OK(J(P), 9, 
XI T: Xi (17,f’)~P~At OK(II[,P, T,), 
EiT.i: Z@,P) G PA Ai OK@,P, T), 
(Note that the condition 1, (Lip) G P is actually trivially true and can as such be 
omitted. Our reasons for stating it anyway are purely aesthetic.) 
Now let (E, (Y) be a T-algebra and let P, 1 E, be the chosen prime predicate. 
Then we define 
COND(P,) = oK(~;‘(p,), T,[f',I), 
where T,[P,] is the functor T,( P, , _, . . , _) : CPO”-’ + CPO (note that P, is treated 
as a constant in T,[P,]). As basis is used the (n - 1)-tuple (E2,. . . , E,). 
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Table 1. 
Case Condition Expression 
DsP 
LEP 
[l(P)ll s p 
x, (fl,P) G P 
Vd E D. P(d) 
P(l) 
P(I) 
V/e, E T,(E). Ve,, t T,,(E) 
[P((e,,L.. . . 0) 
nP((Le,,....O) 
1, (%,P)G P 
A k(L.. , 1, e,,))l 
3 P((e,, , 4) 
true 
From the definition of OK it should be clear that COND(P,) is expressible as a 
first-order predicate P,. Simply note that all the cases in OK are expressible as 
shown in Table 1. 
Lemma7.2. LetE=(E ,,..., E,)ECPOn,T:CPO”+CPOandP=(P ,,..., P,)cE. 
Then OK( T(P), T) = true. 
Using the lemma above it is easily shown that the new definition of COND 
satisfies requirement (b). To see this, let (E*, (Y*) be the initial T-algebra included 
in (E, (u). Then COND(ET) is true by the above lemma since 
COND(E:)=OK(a,‘(EF), T,[ET]) 
=OK(T,(E:: ,..., E:), T,[E:]) 
=OK(T,[E:](E: ,..., E:), T,[E:l). 
Example 7.3 
El =AxE,xE,xE,tC, E2=EzxE,fC; 
that is, 
T, =+(X(&I, n:, n:, II:,, Kc), T2=+(x(II;,lI:),Kc). 
Then 
COND( I’,) 
=[VcE C. P,(cu,(inr c))] 
r\[VaEAVel,f,E E,Ve,E E,. 
{P,(~,W(a, L 1, I))) 
A P,(a,(inU, e2, -4 0)) 
A P,(a,W(L Lf2, 0)) 
A P,(a,(inU, 1, L ed))l 
= P,(~,(inl(a, e2,fi, eJ))l 
A [Va E A. P,(a,(inl(a, I, I, L)))] 
A ]Ve, E 6. Pr(cr) 3 Pr(ar(inl(L L L er)))] 
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Definition 7.4. Let E = (E,, . . . , E,)ECPO” (called the basis). For functors 
T: CPO” + CPO and predicates P E CPO, define, forj = 1,. . , n, MAX,( P, T) sw E, 
inductively as 
MAX,(Z’, T) 
= case T of 
&I: E,, 
Il;: PnE,, 
Ill:: E, (i#j), 
[SIT: MAXj(J(P), S), 
Xi 7;: ni MAX,(II,P, T.) 
E,T,: ni MAXi& P, K) 
end. 
Again, let (E, (u) be a T-algebra and let P, c E, be the chosen prime predicate. 
Using (E2,. . . , E,) as basis, the n - 1 transformed predicates M,( P,), j = 2, . . . , n, 
of P, are defined as follows: 
Mj(P,)=MAX,~,(a;‘(P,), Tl[P,I) 
(note that the jth argument in T, is viewed as the (j- 1)st argument in T,[ P,]). 
From the definition of MAX,( P, T) it should be clear that Mj is expressible as a 
first-order formula in P, . To see this, simply note that-similarly to OK( P, T)-all 
the cases in MAX,(P, T) are expressible. 
Example 7.3 (continued). Let P, c E, be the chosen prime predicate. Then 
T,( P,) : CPO’ + CPO is given as 
T,( P,) = KA x Z x Z x Kpl + Kc, 
where Z = ZZ:. Basis is the 1-tuple (El). Then 
M,(P,) = MAX,(aI’(P,), T,[P,I) 
= flz(~I(~T’(P,))) n~AL,(aL’(P,))) n 6; 
so, for e, E E,, 
M2(P,)(e2) = P,(a,(inU, e2, 0)) A P,(a,(W& 1, eJ)). 
To achieve soundness of the resulting induction principle we must show that 
(a) (M,(P,) ,..., M,(P,)) is a maximal (n-1)-tuple c(E2 ,..., E,,) such that 
a,(T,(P,, MAP,), . . . 3 M,,( P,))) E P, when COND( P,) is true. 
This will follow as an easy corollary to the next theorem. 
Theorem 7.5. Let E = (E, , . . . , E,) E CPO”. Let T: CPO” + CPO (built ouer +, X, 
(_)t, KD and IZ:), P E CPO, and let, for j = 1, . . . , n, P,! = MAX,( P, T). Zf 
OK(P, T) = true, then (Py, . . . , Py) is a maximal n-tuple 1 E satisfying 
T(Py,.. ., P;)c Z? 
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Proof. By structure on T. 
Cases T = IIT and T = K,: Trivial. 
Case T = [S]?: Then Py, . . . , Py = MAX,(J(P), S), . . , MAX,(J(P), S). Since 
OK(P, T) = true, we must have OK(&(P), S) = true. Thus, by the induction 
hypothesis, P?, . . . , Py is a maximal n-tuple s.t. 
S(PY, . . . , m E L(P). 
Assume Q,‘E,,.. ., Qn~En s.t. 
T(Q,,..., Qn)=[S(Q,,...,Qn)lrCP; 
then, since J(_) is c-monotonic and J(R?) = R, we have 
S(Q,,...,Q,)ci(P) 
But then Q, G PC”, . . . , Qm G Py. 
Case T = Xi z: Then 
Py,. . . , Py =n MAX,(IJI:P, T.), . . . , n MAX,(II;P, z). 
I 
OK( P, T) = true implies OK(II:P, Ti) = true for all i; thus, by the induction 
hypothesis for all i, 
MAX,(II;P, 7;), . . . , MAX,(IIJI”P, T) 
is a maximal n-tuple s.t. 
Ti(MAX,(17;P, 7;), . . . , MAX,(II:P, Ti)) G 177P 
Now, assume Q, 1 E, , . . . , Qn 1 E, s.t. T( Q, , . . . , Q,,) c P Since I7: is G -monotonic 
and using Lemma 5.6(3), we have, for all i, 
Ki(Ql,..., Qn)=n:(T(Q,,...,Q,))~~7P. 
So, for all i, QIz MAX,(IZyP, T), . . . , Q,, G MAX,(fl:P, Ti) and hence, Q,G 
Py, . . , Qn G P;. 
Case T = &Ti: Similar to previous case. q 
Corollary 7.6. Let T: CPO” + CPO” be a functor built over +, X, [_I?, K, and ny. 
Let (E, (u) be a T-algebra and let P, c E, . Assume COND( P,) is true; then 
(M,(P,),...,M,(P,))c(E,,...,E,) and 
a,(T,(P,, Mz(P,), . . . , Mn(P,))) G P,. 
Moreover, ( M2( P,), . . . , M,,( P,)) is a maximal such (n - 1)-tuple. 
Proof. Use Theorem 7.5 on (E,, . . . . E,), T,[P,] and a;‘(P,). Then Corollary 7.6 
follows from the definition of COND(P,) and M,(P,). 0 
It has now been shown that the new condition COND and the new predicate 
transformers M,, . . . , M,, satisfy (a) and (b). As such, when they are used in (2) of 
Theorem 5.4, we will get a sound and categorical induction principle (4). 
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Example 7.3 (conclusion). Let ((15, , E,), (aI, a2)) be the initial T-algebra. Letf: E, + 
E, and g : E2 + E2 satisfy 
(fl) f(l) = 1, 
(f2) VcE C. f(cw,(inr c)) = cu,(inr c), 
(f3) Va E A Ve,, f2 e E, Ve, E E, . 
f(a,(inl(a, e2,f2, ed)) = a,(inl(a, df2), de2),f(e,))); 
(gl) g(l) = 1, 
(g2) Vc E C. g(cy,(inr c)) = cYz(inr c), 
(g3) Ve, E E,Ve, E E, . 
g(4nr(e2, 4)) = ~2(inr(g(e2),f(el))). 
We want to show that f is idempotent, i.e., f 0 f = id, or Ve, E E, . f (f (e,)) = e, . Our 
prime predicate is therefore: 
P,(e,) @ f(f(e,)) = el. 
First it must be shown that COND( P,) holds, We deal with the comparatively harder 
second conjunct of COND(P,) leaving the first, third, and fourth conjunct to the 
reader. 
Assume 
P,(a,(inl(a, 1, 1, l))), P,(a,(inlU, e2, 1, I))), 
P,(a,(inl(& Lf2, I))), P,(~,(inl(~, L le,))). 
Now 
P,(~,WL e2, L 1)) 
G f(f(w(inl(L e2, -4 0))) = ~,(inU, e2, LO) 
e ~,(inO, g(g(eJ), 1, 0)) = a,(inl(L e2, 1, 0) (by (gl), (fl)) 
e g(g(e2)) = e2. 
Similarly, 
and 
P,(a,(inlU, Lf2, 0)) @ g(g(f2)) =f2 
P,(a,(inlU, -L,l, e,))) e f(f(eJ) = el 
Then, 
P,(a,(inl(a, e2,f2, eJ)) 
@ f(f(al(Wa, e2,f2, ed)) = a,(inl(a, e2,f2, eJ) 
@ a,(inl(a, dde2)), ddf2)),f(f(el)))) 
=a,W(a, e2,hr 4) (by (f3)) 
e true (by assumptions) 
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This proves COND(P,). Now, in order to use the induction principle (4), we must 
show 
where 
w P,(a,(inl(J.., e2, LOI) A P,(a,(inl(l, 1, e2, 1))) 
@ gMe2)) = e2. 
(not surprisingly the derived predicate over E,--M,( P,)-asserts that g is idempotent 
as well). That is, we must show 
V/E C. M,(a,(inr c)) 
AVe2E E,Ve,E E,. 
[P,(e,) A M2(P,)(e2)1 * M2(P,)(~2W(e2, eJ)J. 
The first conjunct easily follows from (g2). For the second conjunct, assume P,(e,) 
and M,(P,)(e,), i.e., f(f(e,)) = e, and g(g(e,)) = e2. Then, 
K(Pd(4nl(e2, eJ)) 
e gk(a2(inl(e2, edI) = a2(inl(e2, 4) 
e a2(inl(g(s(e2)),f(f(el)))) = 4inl(e2, ed) (by (@I) 
So finally-using (4)-we can conclude that Ve, E E,. f(f(e,)) = e,. 
8. A more elaborate example 
We consider a simple programming language with two syntactic categories: 
commands (C) and expressions (E) given by 
c::=c;cIi:=eIifetbenc 
e,::=ileope’Izlc:e, 
where i E I (identifiers) and u E V (values). The intended denotational semantics is 
the standard one, with the expression c : e introducing side-effects into expressions 
in order to make the example nontrivial. The intended semantics of c: e is ‘first 
execute c and then evaluate e in the resulting state’. 
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C and E can also be specified as the least solution to the following simultaneous 
recursive domain equations: 
C=CxC+IxE+ExC, 
E=Z+ExE+V+CxE. 
The semantic domains are given by 
SC = States + States, SE = States + States x V 
where States = I + V. The semantic functions @ and E have the following function- 
ality: 
@:C+Sc, lE:E+S,. 
To make the following definitions and discussions simpler we define some syntactical 
(constructor-)operations: 
-;- : cxc+c, 
._ 
- .- - : IxE+C, 
if-then_ : ExC+C, 
and 
r-1 : I+E, 
_op_ : ExE-+E, 
1-J : V-+E, 
_._ : CxE+E, 
with c, ; c2 = cu,(in,(c,, c,)), i := e = a,(in,(i, e)) and so on. 
Now C should satisfy the following (implicitly universally quantified) semantic 
equations: 
@[[Ij = I, 
cut, ; 4 = a=uc*ll o @UcJl, 
C[i:= e]s = Update[i, @[ens),, (lE[ejs),], 
@[if e then c]s = (~[[ens)2=tt~a=ucn((IEuens),)Is; 
and IE should satisfy 
Eulj = I, 
EUrilns = (s, s(i)), 
WeI op 4l& = [GdWMl~),l,, 
HeI op 4l&= (~Uelns)20p(~Ue2n(~Uen~),)~, 
ma=b, 4, 
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where Update: Z x V x States + States is strict in all arguments, and (_), and (_)2 
indicates first and second projection. 
From the above properties of @ and [E one would expect the following to hold: 
@[Ii:= c:e]=@[c;i:=e]. 
This expectation is reflected in a program transformation F: C + C with the following 
properties: 
F(I) = I, 
F( cr : cJ = Fc, : Fc,, 
F(if e then c) = if e then Fc, 
F(i:=j)=i:=j, 
F(i:=eopf)=i:=eopJ; 
F(i:= u)= i:= u, 
F( i := c : e) = Fc; F( i := e). 
Now, obviously, we want to justify this program transformation, i.e., we want to show 
Vc E C. @[IcJ = C[Fc]. 
We choose to do so using the induction principle (3) (i.e., with COND and M, 
defined as in Section 6). Note that the syntactic functors in our example satisfy the 
simple form condition (F). So our prime predicate PC- 1 C is 
pee a @UC1 =qkn. 
The condition COND(P,) is 
COND( I’<.) 
e a,.(PcxPc.+lxl+lxP,)GP, 
CJ Vc,deC. Pc(c)nP,.(d) + PC(c:d) 
A PC-(c) + P,.(if I then c), 
We leave the verification of COND(P,) to the reader. The derived predicate 
ME ( PC) 1 E can be formulated as 
j%(Pc)c 
a VcE C.ViEZ. 
(a) PC(i:= e) 
n(b) PC.(c) 3 P,(if e then c). 
We must prove 
Q(TE(Pc, ME(Pc)))c M,(P,) 
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or, equivalently, 
VieI.Ve,fEE.kfvE V.VCEC. 
f%(p,-)( ii11 
A P<.(c)A M,(P,.)(e) * ME(Pc)(c:e). 
Let us only prove the last conjunct. So assume PC(c) and M,(P,)(e). To prove 
ME ( PC)( c : e), we must prove (a) and (b) for e - c : e. We only prove the interesting 
(a), i.e., PC- (i:= c: e): 
PC(i:=c:e) e @[i:=c:e]=@[F(i:=c:e)]. 
Now, 
@[F( i := c : e)l = C[Fc; F( i := e)] 
= @[F(i := e)lo C[Fc] = dZ[Ii := c : en, 
which concludes the proof (the last equality is obtained by simply writing out the 
semantics of both sides). 
9. Discussion 
The final sound and categorical induction principle (4) in Section 7 has been 
developed for functors built over t, X, (_)?, K, and fly with the additional 
assumption: 
(ASSUM2): DEP( T,) = {l, 2,. . . , n}. 
Thus, our results do not-as they stand-hold for the following system, for example: 
(S) E,=E,x E,, 
E2 =&xE,, 
&-(E,)?+AxE,, 
because DEP( T,) = { 1,2} # { 1,2,3}. 
It turns out that though (4) still yields a sound induction principle for the system, 
it is no longer categorical. For functors T with DEP( T,) # {1,2, . . , n} it is simply 
not good enough to choose the derived predicates Pz, . . . , P,, as being a maximal 
(n-1)-tuple s.t. aI(T,(P,,P2 ,... P,,)) c P, , A more refined method of choosing 
P2, . . . , P,, based on all the dependency sets DEP( T,), . . , DEP( T,) is needed. 
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Basically the refined method of choice will propagate the given prime predicate 
P, in the following way: let DEP(T,)\{l} ={j,, . . . , j,}; then the predicates 
e,, . . . > c,, are chosen as a maximal k-tuple making CY,( T,(P,, . . . , P,,)) c P, hold. 
Now, to determine the remaining Pi’s, simply recursively propagate the just chosen 
predicates P,, , . . , P,, according to the dependency sets DEP( T,,), . . . , DEP( 7;,) 
(of course, at any point taking into account which predicates have already been 
determined) until, for all j = 2, . . , n, a predicate P, has been chosen. 
Formalizing the above description, it is perfectly possible to extend (4) to a sound 
and categorical principle for general functors built over +, X, (_)T, K, and II :‘. 
However, since the fundamental ideas are the same as for functors satisfying the 
constraint (ASSUM2), in this presentation we have chosen to restrict ourselves to 
this technically simple class of functors. 
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